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Outline of policy
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Important acknowledgements

1. Infrastructure is required to reach digital benefits.

1. Recommends direct public investment in broad 
infrastructure, including Cloud.

2. A need to support local innovation communities.

3. Public data practices and capacities are a priority.

4. Open data and open systems acknowledged as 
central to deriving benefit.

Yet, these sections don’t necessarily resonate strongly in the 
policy recommendations.
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Some of these problematic.
Environment

1. PAIA and POPIA vital environmental 
acknowledgments.

2. MISS and POSIB do not provide strong law in the 
area.

3. White Paper well-mentioned, but mechanics not 
clear.
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Issues

1. Important acknowledgments of digital inequalities.

2. Electricity challenges.

3. Inequalities in storage distributions.

4. Storage needs for next wave: AI, IoT
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Will summarise largely as sections
Main policy recommendations

1. Digital infrastructure

1. Expanding connectivity

2. Implementing State Digital Infrastructure Company

3. High-Performance Computing and Data Processing 
Centre (procurement?) – use on demand services for 
public entities.

4. Establishment of SEZs (youth employment?)
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2. Access to Data and Cloud services

1. All public data digitalised

2. Central Open Data Strategy

3. Central open data portal (OGP, etc.?)

4. Data trusts

5. Establishment of data banks for public good and 
innovation

6. Revise MISS
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3. Data protection

1. Recalls POPIA and PAIA as forming basis for lawful data 
processing

2. Calls for revision of ECTA

3. Minister of State Security to oversee HPDCD security

4. Use of ‘private’ cloud for sensitive data, but 
acknowledged PAIA

5. Reflection of exploration of data residency (would link to 
digital taxation conversations?)
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4. Localisation

1. All data that is “Critical Information Infrastructure” must 
be localised.

2. Transfers must be in compliance with POPIA.

3. But requires ‘a copy’ of all citizen data to be locally 
stored (presume only if transferred? Contravenes GDPR. 
Law enforcement?).

4. Claims state ownership of all data generated in South 
Africa and will act as ‘trustee’.

5. Discussed later. Is this the remit of the DCTD?
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5. Cybersecurity

1. Largely reconfirms current proposals.

2. National Cybersecurity Policy Framework (NCPF) and 
other related policies, legislation and international best 
practice shall guide the implementation of initiatives and 
measures.

3. Obliges Minister take appropriate measures to ensure 
that the Cybersecurity Hub is capacitated to respond to 
threats and risks associated with digitisation.

4. Highlights awareness.
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6. Governance and Institutional Mechanisms

1. Establishment of Advisory Council on data practices.

2. Policies and frameworks put in place to guide 
implementation of HPDC.

3. DPSA to develop norms and standards.
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7. Competition

1. Competition law to be reviewed to address specific 
challenges relating to dominance by a few established 
players, and anti-competitive behaviour which might 
arise within the data and cloud environment.

2. Open Data Strategy envisioned as supporting 
competitive environment.

3. Is this the remit of DCDT?
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8. Skills and capacity development

1. The Minister will develop capacity building programmes 
and initiatives on big data and cloud computing in line 
with the National Digital and Future Skills Strategy.

2. Government will partner with the private sector, training 
institutions & international organisations to provide 
digital skills for citizens, including SMMEs (is there 
sufficient reflectiveness here given its incredible 
importance?).
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9. Research, Innovation and Related Human Capital 
Development

1. The Department of Science, Innovation and Higher 
Education & Department of Communications and Digital 
Technologies will be responsible for the R&D on big data 
and cloud computing.

2. The Department of Communications and Digital 
Technologies will establish an institutional mechanism to 
enable South Africa to participate in the recent 
emergence of institutions studying the impact of 4IR 
technologies such as the AI Institute.



The Value of Data



“Data is the infrastructure for the digital economy”.

Infrastructure is the infrastructure. This policy is focused 
significantly on data and not sufficiently on data infrastructure. 

Data is a factor of production. It requires infrastructure. This 
premise leads to a focus on solutions which hinge on 

excludability through ownership, rather than transfer.
Value (both utility and economic) is more about processing 

than storing and holding.
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The value of data

v Deriving value from data is not about ownership.

v Largely product specific – less engine of a car, and 
more memory of a person (real-time data).

v More about creating its ability to be stored, shared, 
and used. The policy addresses this only in part - with 
insufficient energy then placed into 
recommendations on capacity and R&D considering.

“The relevant economic question of control over data is 
then more of access than of ownership”.



Ownership
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Ownership of what (the ‘thing’)?
v 0.5% of data is actually used.

v Data is chiefly not static. IoT, products and systems 
etc. thrive on real-time data (which has significant 
implications for Cloud capacity too). AI…

v ‘Generated here’ – cloud activity in fact means 
metadata etc. generated at those centres.

v How would this be implemented? Non-rivalrous. NFT.

v Shouldn’t a Cloud Policy focus on data infrastructure 
and not data? Data centres hold data; they don’t own 
it. 
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On what basis?
v Res nullius?

v If we believe that data can be owned, which 
contradicts much legal opinion, how can you 
expropriate such rights without law?

v Does it just ‘arise’ as in Copyright? Sweat of the brow?

v ‘Trustees’, but trust can only be established in 
common law over property. As earlier, data does not 
have these properties unless as NFT (registration).

v This may be explored more interestingly in the context of 
public sector data e.g. digital identity.
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For what purpose?

v Is it about gaining rights in the data? Rights of 
protection and control emerge from the Constitution, 
or statute, and ownership is not required.

v Ownership ⍯ economic value (value is derived from 
processing). 

v Ownership of data as ‘property’ gives real rights to 
use, enjoy, alienate, destroy, etc. Regardless of 
control. How does this forward any of the stated 
objectives in the foundations?
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There are consequences to ‘establishing’ ownership rights that largely do 
not exist

What’s the harm?

v Even co-ownership challenges the value of ownership 
where it does exist:

v Copyright in datasets and data bases;

v ‘Ownership’ of personal data (problematic enough).

v Creates perverse incentive not to share, and to claim 
ownership over data, rather than the associated 
product (actually opposing from value).

v If no intention to enforce, why establish it?
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The value is generally not 
from trade, but from 
processing and perfecting 
products and systems 
(systems that produce 
value).

The problem in the foundations
“The possible implication of the above is that data generated in Africa and 
South Africa is mostly stored in foreign lands and, where stored locally, is 
owned by international technology giant companies.

It is essential to recognise that data is a tradable commodity which is a 
central productive force for the development of the digital economy. 
Technology companies primarily make use of ‘freemium’ business models, 
where customers access services free of charge in exchange for their data 
being collected. This data is then sold globally for advertising purposes. In 
this regard, countries have developed policies and legislation that limit the 
unrestricted flow of data outside of their borders.

...

South Africa must also derive socio-economic benefits from its data. 
Essentially, the data must be of a common good for all residing in South 
Africa. However, it remains unclear how data generated through intellectual 
activities of varying degrees and types would be correctly categorised in 
terms of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)”.

Facebook has an advertising model. JP Morgan doesn’t. Apple 
doesn’t. China construction doesn’t. Microsoft doesn’t. All use 

data. All top ten.

Not really.

Again, on what basis are rights established?



Localisation
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These are largely out of keeping with i/nal norms
Partial localisation challenged

v The costs of ‘double storage’ will largely be borne by 
South African companies.

v Mainly RSA companies will be obliged to store with say 
AWS, and local data centres that may not offer the services 
needed.

v Evidence that law enforcement requires localisation? 
None provided in policy. 

v 10.4.3 is not clear on which data must be localised, 
precisely. Implies all citizen data (POPIA data?) –
contravenes best practice globally, and in fact 
conflicts with minimisation.



Openness
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v Open data strategy positive development.

v Good to see open data associated to understandings 
of competitiveness.

v The exploration of data trusts in the public sector to be 
encouraged, though still need to significantly advance 
the legal foundations for these instruments 
(stewardship).

v Data portability and data standards importantly 
acknowledged dynamic of public system openness. 

v Role of DPA in facilitating?

v Procurement? Particularly HDPC etc.
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